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Abstract. Social-Ecological Systems (SESs) i.e. systems linking human
behavior and environmental dynamics, are characterized as complex, dy-
namic and heterogeneous systems. A comprehensive policy simulation in
SESs has to consider all these properties. In this paper, we present a
conceptual analysis on key aspects of policy simulation in SESs and in-
troduce a combined use of Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (FCM) and Agent-
Based Modeling (ABM) methods as an approach to cover those aspects.
We illustrate the applicability of this combined method for policy simu-
lation in the case of a farming community facing water scarcity.
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1 Introduction

In a broad perspective, Social-Ecological Systems (SESs) are characterized as
complex adaptive systems [1] in which wicked problems [2] may arise. While
complexity refers to being nonlinear, causally interactive, heterogeneous and tem-
porally dynamic [3], wickedness refers to data-scarce/-uncertain, multi-variable
and multi-stakeholder issues [4, 5]. Accordingly, policy making in SES has to
consider all these features for a holistic policy option analysis prior to their
implementation in the real world [3].

Therefore, based on our experience in SESs and following complex systems’
and wicked problems’ literatures [1–3, 6], we categorized three main aspects that
are essential to be considered in an effective policy analysis in SESs: 1) including
consensus-knowledge of stakeholders and their acceptance in policy simulation 2)
considering individual and spatial heterogeneity of SESs, and 3) taking into ac-
count the time-scale, causal relationships and feedback loops of social-ecological
interactions.

In this paper, we first present these three main aspects. Second, we introduce
a combined use of Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) and Agent-Based Modeling
(ABM) as an approach of policy option simulation that covers all these aspects1.

1 See [7] for a brief discussion on technical aspects of our proposed approach. A com-
prehensive framework that integrates the conceptual and methodological aspects will
be presented in the long version.
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Finally, relying on the results of a four years project, we presents findings of
policy option analysis in a SES with combination of these two methods.

2 Conceptual Analysis

Consensus-Knowledge: In general, using consensus-knowledge of stakeholders in
policy simulation—known as knowledge co-production—is a collaborative pro-
cess that integrates: 1) different stakeholders’ knowledge and perceptions of their
environmental issues, and 2) possible stakeholders’ response (e.g. acceptance and
rejection) to that policy [8, 5]. This is particularly useful in policy simulation
for SESs’ wicked problems i.e. ill-formulated problems because of their multi-
variables/-stakeholders environment and lack of available data for the whole
system [4, 5]. Moreover, knowledge co-production helps to cover divergent knowl-
edge of stakeholders with strong conflicting interests i.e. another feature of SESs’
wicked problems [8, 5].

Hence, using knowledge co-production in policy simulation may results in
improving policy effectiveness by considering important features of complex
and wicked SES problems, i.e. lack of data, multi-variables environment, multi-
stakeholders with conflicting interests.

Individual and Spatial Heterogeneity: Individual heterogeneity refers to various
types of involved stakeholders in SESs and highlights their different preferences,
available actions and long-term goals [9]. Moreover, spatial heterogeneity refers
to the various environmental properties in different locations [1]. In policy mak-
ing for SESs, it is important to not only aggregate knowledge of heterogeneous
stakeholders, but also represent their heterogeneity in policy impact analysis.
Since, impacts of different policies may vary in different locations and on dif-
ferent individuals. For example, in a water scarce situation different groups of
farmers may have different adaptive actions based on their locations and social-
economic situation i.e. from buying water and irrigation system change (expen-
sive options) to shrinking farm area (affordable option) or well deepening where
aquifer situation allows (location-specific option). Considering social-spatial va-
rieties in such cases results in a policy toolbox that corresponds to the individual
and spatial heterogeneity of SESs.

Time-scale, Causal relationship, and Feedback loop: Next to the heterogeneity,
these are the main features of complex systems—including SESs:

– In a SES, there are different time scales in variables’ changes and agents’
actions. For example, slowly changing variables (e.g. population change) vs
fast changing variables (e.g. government policies) or high frequency actions
(e.g. farm irrigation) and low frequency actions (e.g. buying lands).

– Causal relationships in human-environment interactions represent how a net-
work of social and ecological factors influences humans’ decisions and actions,



and vice versa. For instance, if farmers start to adapt a new irrigation tech-
nology, how much this adaptive action impacts on their groundwater use first
and thereby, overall groundwater level and production of region, and even-
tually vulnerability and emigration of farmers. Capturing causality of SES
variables is not possible via empirical correlations or a snapshot of causal
relationships at one moment in time [10].

– Feedback loops in SESs are fundamental to understand both direct interac-
tion of agents, i.e. how individual-level behavior and actions influence other
individuals’ actions, and indirect interaction of agents, i.e. how the outcome
of performed behavior or actions impacts other factors of SESs which indi-
rectly reinforce the same or other individual actions.

Considering these three properties in a policy simulation results in capturing the
dynamicity of complex SESs.

3 Policy Simulation Models and Results

In this section, we illustrate how the consensus-knowledge of stakeholders can be
captured using a participatory method, i.e. Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM). Then
we show how social-spatial heterogeneity can be addressed using a dynamic
modeling method, i.e. Agent-Based Modeling (ABM). Finally, we present how
a combined use of FCM and ABM methods can capture all important aspects
of policy simulation in SESs. To illustrate the applicability of these methods,
we rely on the results of a four year project that studies a farming community
facing water scarcity in Iran.

Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping and aggregated knowledge : FCM uncovers the causal
relationships between social and ecological factors by representing the SES with
nodes (concepts), weighted links (connections), and many feedback loops. Method-
ologically, it collects the rich qualitative knowledge of stakeholders, aggregates
them and represents a semi-quantitative outcome. This makes FCM an appropri-
ate methodology for knowledge co-production. We developed two FCM models
of 40 policy makers and 60 farmers in a farming community, to capture their
knowledge of causes and impacts of water scarcity as well as farmers’ adaptive
actions toward water scarcity [4]. Then, the impacts of different policy options
(e.g. economic diversification, technology adaptation and monitoring policies)
on the SES were simulated. Results of FCM model and simulation in this case
study showed that among four policy options suggested by the government in
Rafsanjan, farmers strongly believe in the impact of economic diversification on
reducing water shortage, whereas the policy makers focus on the role of gov-
ernment control and monitoring policies to deal with water scarcity [4]. This
methodology was useful for knowledge co-production in data-scarce situations
as well as comparing the acceptability of different policy options. However, it
does not represent the individual heterogeneity nor the spatio-temporal dynam-
ics of the SES.



Agent-Based Modeling and interactive agents : Farmers’ decisions and adap-
tive actions toward water scarcity in Rafsanjan can be very different based on
their location and economic situation (heterogeneity). For example, large farm-
ers tend to expand their lands and production by buying small farmers’ lands
and water. On the other hand, medium farmers look for collaborative farming
and irrigation mechanisms with other medium-farmers to increase efficiency of
their groundwater use. Finally, small-farmers prefer to sell-off or shrink (dry-off)
their lands to adapt with water shortage. In this case, ABM [1, 11, 12] has been
used to model farmers’ collective behavior and simulate its impact on overall
groundwater use. However, ABMs often have the problem of identification and
justification of agents’ behavioral rules as well as the causal relationships and
nonlinear feedbacks in human-environment interactions [10, 3]. Hence, we used
the FCM’s output knowledge for ABM model justifications and to provide causal
relationships and feedback loops of SES for ABM development.

Combined FCM and ABM methods and Results : While FCM covered consensus-
knowledge and ABM enabled modeling our heterogeneous farming community,
only a combination could cover the last aspect i.e. time-scale, causal relation-
ship, and feedback loop. Time scale in agents’ actions and environment variables
could be represented by ABM, whereas causal relationships and feedback loops
in social-ecological interactions were shown by FCM. Moreover, with this com-
bined method, we could simulate impact of policies considering preferences, in-
teractions and dynamic response of farmers over time which resulted in different
outcomes comparing with those of FCM simulation. For example, real impact
of the irrigation system change policy i.e. subsidizing new irrigation system for
farmers, depends on priority of this action for farmers comparing to their other
possible adaptive actions. Results of policy option simulations with a combined
FCM-ABM modeling methodology showed that 1. policy options (i.e. govern-
ment control and monitoring, adapting new technologies, and participatory wa-
ter management) have different long-term impacts in different locations of our
case study, 2. overall, policy of facilitating people participation in management
and control of their groundwater use has the highest impact in reducing ground-
water use. Surprisingly, adapting new irrigation technologies does not have any
significant impact on reducing overall groundwater use in the region.

4 Conclusions

Policy option simulation in SES has to consider various features of complex adap-
tive systems and wicked problems. It is essential for an effective policy analysis
in a SES to 1) include consensus-knowledge of stakeholders and their acceptance
in policy simulation 2) consider individual and spatial heterogeneity of SESs,
and 3) take into account the time-scale, causal relationships and feedback loops
of social-ecological interactions. FCM can cover the first aspect, ABM the sec-
ond, and only combination of these two can provide all three aspects. However,
some social-political aspects, e.g. cultural differences and power relations, can
be investigated in future studies.
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